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The Tetragrammaton hwhy  -Wicked or 
Set Apart? Which Came First? 
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Proverbs 30:4 

Who hath ascended up into 

heaven, or descended? Who has 

gathered the wind in His fists? 

Who has bound the waters in a 

garment? Who has established all 

the ends of the earth? What is His 

name, and what is His son’s name, 

if you can tell? There is no excuse for not knowing His 
name. 
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Part 3B 
The 

Tetragrammaton  

hwhy 
Wicked or Set Apart 
which Came First? 
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Last time we left you with a cliff hanger about the burning bush-
and we promise we will get to that. In this part not only are we 

going to answer the question if the Tetragrammaton is wicked but 
also we will point out where by the choice of words in the English, 

Yahuah’s stature- His character has been reduced which then 
perpetrates the error that Yahuah is one of many deities. Not the 

Creator of the universe, above all in the universe. 

So let dig into the story and this very deep 
investigation starting off with where it took place-

Horeb. 
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What have we learned? This is the first time that Yahuah has re-introduced 
Himself to mankind with His name and Title. It’s the formal introduction to 
Moshe. He also says He has been paying attention and closely monitoring His 
people’s condition! Pretty big occasion! He tells Moshe that he is standing on 
Set apart ground and that Moshe will serve Him on this same mountain top! 
This place, the back side of the desert where the mountain of Yahuah is, is 

called Horeb. It is special. We also know its 3 days journey from where they 
were in Egypt to Horeb. 
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What else happened here?  Well, that is where Yahuah had Moshe bring 
the Children of Israel! Back to this same spot! Prophecy fulfilled! 
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Yahuah stood once again upon this same place in Horeb where Moshe gave 
water to the people. And we know they stayed there for at least a year. 

They were given the Torah there!  Pretty Special! 
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Remember this 40 day time frame  
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Now remember the 40 days?  This is around 875-853 BCE. 
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Wow, please take note that Yahuah will not spare those who have bowed to 
Baal (The Lord) and turned away.  This is important for our study- (Even 
though I have gotten off subject a bit.) Don’t you love that after all the 

commotion it was Yah’s small voice that came to EliYahu? How sweet is this? 
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And the last book in the Original Covenant and last Prophet Malachi 

Yahuah is talking to the people on top of Mount Horeb, giving them the 
Torah. Yes this is Set-Apart ground! It’s interesting because in Debarim or 

Deuteronomy it clearly says this was done on Horeb.  But Exodus or Shemoth 
always calls it Sinai. This could explain it.  
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So what does this have to do with our “burning bush”? I am establishing that 
on Horeb, Yah consistently burns the top of the mountain, not bushes.  Let’s 

look at the words for ‘bush’.  There are 2 in Hebrew and 1 in Greek 
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The word they used in our story is H5572 Cenah and they lead you to believe 
it’s from an unused root word meaning to prick.  But if we look also at H5573 
spelled exactly the same way we see Ceneh. This is “thorny” but also a Rocky 

height with crags!  

H5572 was used 6 times. 5 of those 6 times was in this story of the “burning 
bush”!  1 time in Deut 33:16 and that was referring to this story.  So here we 

have a word that is only used for this particular story about Yahuah 
appearing to Moshe in a grand gesture of His majesty by….. setting a bush on 

fire.  Really?? EliYahu got to see a whole lot more majesty than that! 
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Remember, Strong’s was created to support the King James definitions! We 

see H5573, spelled the same way, it would be a rocky mountain top!   

It makes more sense, that Yahuah, in His majesty, was setting the top of a 
high, rocky (non combustible) mountain on fire and not a piece of vegetation.  
From our Scriptures, we find Yahuah setting this mountain top on fire a lot!   
Look at Moshe’s reaction to the sight. He turned aside, but can also mean to 
“draw near to a person or thing.  Once again the translation does not make 
sense. Moshe would not turn away from “this great sight” to see why it was 

not burnt. He would have to come closer.   

But Yahuah, stopped him and said don’t come closer until he had taken off his 
sandals as it was set apart ground.   

Doesn’t it make more sense that Moshe was taken aback, not by a bush 
burning but the great sight of a mountain top on fire!?!  Or was he walking 
around a bush thinking how majestic this was? Remember this is a strong 

covenant mark!  
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Or was he walking around a bush thinking how majestic this was? 
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This puts it into perspective- shrinking a majestic site 

to get us on our knees instead of looking up and lifting 

our hands to Yah’s true Awesomeness. 
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From our study about the feasts:  

yahuwahsoasis.com/uploads/7/1

/2/0/7120513/the_exodus_ove

rview_the_calling_out_of_yahs

_people_part_1.pdf 

From Craig Winn.. 
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This proves the shin and samek 

switch back and forth. 
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Let’s get an actual visual on this. 
You can see Google map pictures of where Mt. Sinai looks as though the top 

is burnt that Ron Wyatt found in Saudi Arabia. 

Cornuke:    We found 

the top of the 

mountain to be black, 

as if the rocks had 

been burnt, possibly 

confirming biblical 

scripture that the 

Yahuah descended 

upon it in fire and 

smoke. 

Mt Horeb- Peak of Mount Sinai 
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Yahuah told Moshe he was standing on Hallowed or set apart ground 
because from that mountain He would bring the people back and from that 
very spot He would again show Himself with fire and smoke and give them 
the Torah and make a covenant.  Yahuah repeats things and symbols over 

and over. The odds that a burning bush, (that happened only once in 
history), was the extraordinary site or a precursor of what Yahuah would 

do in the future in this very same spot is not likely. Yah is all about 
symmetry!  He repeats Himself a lot! 

Why would the translators want to reduce Yah to a burning bush? 

Anything to diminish what the covenant is all about.  

So I got curious as to the Greek word they used for bush when they were 
talking about this story. 
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So here they are saying this word for thorn or bramble bush comes from 

H1324! Hey !! That is not either one of the words that was used in the 

Original Covenant! Lets look that up. Ok This is clearly not right! This means a 

liquid measure! What does this have to do with a mountain or a Bush.. but wait 

what is this?? 
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Let’s dig a little deeper and look at H1327. 
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Cliff-Precipice- Steep- broken off in pieces- in the Desert! WOW! This 
totally describes where they were.  This is high level translation tampering 
to the max!  Here the Greek helped us find where “the body was buried” 
within the Masoritic text. From this we learned we can find truth in the 

Greek as well. 
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Brothers and Sisters, we need to be very careful of the leaven that is brought 
in to limit Yahuah by putting Him into a bush or degrading Him as just one of 

many pagan gods in control of fire.  If you believe this to be true, then how do 
you rationalize the fact that the un-named god of the KJV that everyone prays 
to, also has the power over the fire and lightning and all of creation? The same 

one that I have proven has a name and it is Yahuah!  I bet the next time you 
hear the story of “the burning bush” you won’t think of it the same way! 
Hopefully, if you have the chance you can pass on what you have learned!  
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).  

Let’s take a look at the span of time that shows the backsliding of Yahuah’s 
people. When we look at the next set of pagan gods that they try to 

associate Yahuah with, it will help make more sense as to why this is bad 
propaganda. 

Appox 1906-1739 BC 

In Genesis we have the story of Rachel (Ya’acob’s wife) taking her father 
Laban’s idols. Her father was Ya’acob’s uncle.  So Rebakah (Isaac’s wife) knew 

Yah but not her brother.  They had lived in Haran. 
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Present day 
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Later still it was a problem: appox 1906 BCE 

Now let’s look at the gods that were worshiped by the people 

where Yahuah was taking His people into from Mitsrayim or Egypt. 
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Exodus approx 1491 BC-The Covenant 
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Yahuah has just given the invitation to His feast days that He wants us to 
show up for, not the holidays that the other pagan people are doing. No 

Christian does this today. Can you imagine, the Creator of the universe asking 
you to show up to a party to be with Him as a family, and in doing so renewing 
and participating in the salvation plan-the only way for Him to redeem us, and 
it gets ignored and taught that “it’s done away with”? It is an important part 
of the covenant!   But now Christians can say a mythical “Sinners prayer” and 
that is supposed to cover you. Shocking, but it’s not in Scripture, it is not the 

path home to Yahuah and they are praying to Baal, the lord. Is that where 
they want to end up? I don’t think so. 

You will notice an overlapping of gods and goddesses and even how they 
were handed back and forth into the Greek mythology. That is because 
shatan is not creative or inventive. He has one or two tricks he just keeps 
repackaging.  As long as he can keep humans from knowing history or 
better yet- rewrite history, he can get away with it. The masses just don’t 
want to hold his feet to the fire.  But Yahuah will, in time. 

You will also notice that most of these folks are from the side of Canaan.  
It’s not exclusive, as they corrupted folks from Shem’s side as well, just as 

shatan is doing today. Here are two views of who occupied the same land 
over the years. 
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Who were the  the Amorites and who were their gods?  
They were highland mountaineers who inhabited the land of Canaan, 
descendants of Canaan –the son of Ham. They were giants and most 

probably nephilim. Their king was Og who was described as the last of the 
Remnant of the Raphaim (Deut. 3:11)  
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Leviticus appox 1445-1491BCE   Again Yahuah forbids Idols! He knows 
what they are doing! 

Yahuah actually said they will serve other gods-statues-proven by all the 
archeology finds we are now uncovering. They knew Yahuah and yet mixed and 

tried to worship Him in the way of the pagans by making idols 

Idols from Abraham’s 

time 

Deuteronomy 1407-1406 BCE Appox 
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Nothing new is under the sun. 
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There are a lot more verses but I just wanted to show that the people who were taken out 
of Egypt went right back into the old ways and and so have we , and Yahuah is NOT 

pleased! This proves that not only did Yahuah know they (we) were going to do this but by 
finding these trinkets in archeology we also confirm Scripture again and again. Instead of 
trying to insult and blaspheme the Name of Yahuah by calling Him a pagan deity, we should 

be rejoicing that we have more proof in the validity of Scripture!  Please let the above 
Scriptures sink in. Yahuah will not share His Power or the magnificent work He has done 
with anyone.  He does want HIS NAME to receive the accolades for it!  Not an unknown-
title  ..god. That is why He says He is a jealous Almighty-that is part of His character. 
Here is some Archeological proof that they were mixing Yahuah and pagan deities, just 
like He said they were! This does not make Yahuah a pagan deity, it makes the people 

extremely wicked and they paid a high price for it.  
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The Greeks equated her with Aphrodite, and both were 

goddesses of the planet Venus. In fact, Astarte (and most of her 

other names) means “star,” though it is sometimes translated as 

“womb” or “that which comes from the womb.” Temple 

prostitution was practiced among her devotees.  
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Would you let these people babysit your child… you already are! 
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Here is another quote that takes the real history out of context to make 
Yahuah one of the many gods. 

We know EL was a Canaanite deity, but we do not know if Ishum-Bethel for 
example was a believer of HWHY.  But what does this really prove? If you live 
in a city where there are Muslims, atheists, Catholics and Mormons, are you 

corrupted by their religion? So this is really an unjust sweeping statement by 
Hislop. There is and will always be a remnant of hwhy’s children- staying set 
apart-Proclaiming His name! The flip side of this is that it should come as no 
surprise that they would find manuscripts showing Hebrews going after gods 

they should not have. We just saw Yahuah testify in advance to this fact! 
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As I said in Part 2, El may have been put into our Scriptures instead of AL. I 
have no doubt that EL is a pagan deity. I have not been able to track down 

this cover up, but it is not a hard conclusion to make. I will not use El or any 
of the forms of EL due to this connection.   

This is the real story about the Colony of Elephantine. Also as a side note 
Anath- Yahu.. Does this ring a bell? 
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It helps to understand what the name means.  Anath-Yahu would mean “ 

Yahuah for answered prayer”.  It could be that his mother and father after 

praying for a child was so thankful to Yahuah that they named their son 

Anath-Yahu. Clearly they were thankful to HWHY for something! That should be 

seen as a good and righteous thing, right? 
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Next Time in Part 3C we will continue to look at 
the ancient deities that they mix up with Yahuah 

and use to sway people away from using His 
name. 


